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Littie, Shop of Iaughs
Vide Sbop of Honwxs
review by "wineOuty

Feeling the pressure of term papers and
Iooming final exams?? Take sème time off to
see some movies you might not have had the
time to see before. There are a lot of escapist
movies on the screen nowadays, especially
thrillers.

But how about something a little less hec-
tic and drama-filled. Like Little Shop of Hor-
rors, which is the epitorne of the Iight
movie."

The movie is set in a downtown New York
slum, but it is obviously a movie set and not
Harlem by any means. This is part of the
fairy-tale-like atmosphere of the film. Little
Shop of Horrors is a musical, and like most
musicals, the music is the most important
aspect and the characters are stereotypes.

To be sure, Litle Shop of Horrors is no
oeuvre of Ingmar Bergman. But its lack oùf
depth is charming rather than irritating. Rick
Mloranis is a swveet little goof as Sidney, the
(as always) unlikely hero who wins money
and the girl. Ellen Green is perfect as Audrey,
.he dumb blonde (yes, this movie'is -full of
'types'!) whose dream is "to cook like Betty

Crocker," and "look ike Dawn Marie" In
sulburbia.

Audrey is abused by a mean boyfriend-
played by Steve Martin. Martin is very funny
as he plays upon everybody's fear of going to
the dentist. The scene between the sadistic
Martin and his masochistcpatient, played by
Bill Murray, is hMarlous. When. Martin is
eaten by Audrey Il, the man-eating plant, lie
deserves it.

Man-eating plant? What? Wei, Sidney lis
visited by an unusual plant who feeds on
human beings. Frank Oz's (The Muppet
Man) creation is fascinating, scary and even a
littie human in the way it smiles and talks
and sings). Sidney is distressed by his plant's
!iabits, expecially when he finds out that it is
irom another planet and is plannin to take
over the rthl

Eveoything works out ini the end.
Probably the best part of the moviels the

music. This is fifties-style musiciust as the film
is set during that time. "Suddenly, Seymour"
and "Some Fun NoW" are particularly good.
"The Mean Green Mother from Outer.
Space' ik nomninated for an Oscar. Frank Oz,

hedectbr, did a good job in mixing acting
and music. The resuit Is a lot of fun.
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